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Introduction of a Genetic Algorithm to a Mass-Consistent Model 

Masayoshi Harada, Shizuo Hayashi and KenJi Wakimizu' 

Institute of Tropical Agrit:ult ure, Kyushu Urnversity, 6--10-1 HakQzuki, 
Higashi- ku, Pukuoka R 12----.%81, .Japan 

(Reeei'lled October 29, 1999 and accvpted November 5, 1999) 

In this paper, Gaussian precision moduli (weights) included in the mass- consistent model, 
which is one of numerical simulations predicring the three-dimensional wind fields based on the 
v.'ind measurelll~nt~'i, was examined. In the mass--consist.ent model, reasonable wind fields are 
calculated hy adju~ting the flfSL tl>timated values interpolated from several observed results to 
sat isfy mass ('onsp.rv;uio ll u lilizing the caJcuJus o f variat.ion. Gaussian precision moduli decide 
distributions of IH odillc:a t.ions for each component of v.ind wiocities, and directly affect the 
calcu1atcd resulLs. Optimal va lues DC thesc coefficients were est.ima t.ed by using a genetic 
algorithm so i.lS [.0 liI inimi:te the deviation between the obsp.rved \'al ue~ and t.he calculated 
results. As a result , the ratio of weights in th e horizontal cO!lllxments was affected by thC! 
direction of the e roinent ,"vind, regardless of t.he same condition for the stability of atmosphere. 

In conclusion, the mass-consi st.ent model produced a valid result. in that. t.he relation 
between the underlying topography and wind field fcatures was 5ufficieIlt.ly represented by 
introducing the gene tic a lgorithm. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is essential to grasp a three- dimensional ",ind field in a complex terrain in regional 
met.eorological problems, such as the dispersion of air pollution in coastal and hilly 
regions, and the founding of an optimum wind energy site for the deployment of wind 
turbines. HO\vever, observations at single pOints alone are not suitable to represent. the 
complex wind fi e ld because the at.mosphp.rif: airflow is sig nifican tly affected by the 
IIndcrl}ing topography. Therefore, model simulation plays an important. role t.o produce 
the three--dirnensional description of \\·illd field characteristics that. eannot be obtained by 
extensive field measurements. 

Dickerson (1978) calculated the " i nd field with a two- dimensional mass- conser
vative flux (~IASCON) model to simulate the air quality of t.he Sun Francisco Bay Area. 
Sherman (1878) developed the mass- adjusted three-dimensional "ind field (MATHEW) 
model to provide a poliutant t ransport model. The numerical model that calcula tes the 
mean \\ind field satisfying the continuity equation \\,ithin t.he volume specified is called 
the mass-consistent. model, and has been applied t.o compute the spatial distribution of 
"ind speeds and t.hei r variation with height. Gross (1 995) examined the applicability of 
the mass-consistent \\<ind model for diffe renL Humoers of input \vind data by utilizing a 
t.hre e-dimensional nonhydrostatic model. Castino and Tombroul (1998) introduced 
simple pararneterizations of the internal boundary layer concept in the mass consist.ent. 
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model, shov .. ing the satisfactory model improvement. 
The mass-consistent model is a numerical simulat.ion method that the wind field 

interpolated from observed values of \Vind speed~ and wind directions, and then modified 
by the calculus of variation under the constraint of the continuity equation. Therefore, 
this is different from a numerical simulation of fluid flow in a strict sense. Although the 
mass-consistent model is a relatively simple physical model, the modeled field has been 
judged to give a rather satisfactory description of winds (Zhang and Shuto, 1990; 
Ishikawa, 1994; Abdeladim et at., 1996; Gallino ct at., 1998; Finardi et at., 1998). 

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a basic algorithm of the mass-consistent 
model and show the application to the three-dimensional v.ind field of Waita mountain. 
This model contains 'three important weights concerned v,ith the stability of atmosphere, 
with the appropriateness of the final wind field depending on the specification of these 
parameters. These parameters are given by empirical asswnption or by trial-and-error, 
and quantitative appraisement has not been established. We then utilize the genetic 
algoritlun to search optimal values of weights that have an effect on the accuracy of the 
mass-consistent model. 

MASS CONSISTENT MODEL 

The rnass--consistent model reconstructs a three-dimensional \\rind field starting from 
several horizontal wind speeds and direction measurements near the earth's surface 
through a two-step procedure. First, the observed wind field data is interpolated and 
extrapolated on to numerical grid points defined v..ithin an objective area. Next, reliable 
three-dimensional wind fields are predicted from the first estimated values by the 
calculus of variation so that adjusted velocity components satisfy mass conservation. 

First Estimated Values of Wind Fields 
In the general met.hod, interpolated velocity values on grid points are calculated by 

the weighted mean using the reciprocal number of squared distance between the aimed 
grid point and each mea..c;uring point; 

U','.!,=L Wi . .!.k Uk IL W,j.k) 
k , k 

WI.],/';:::: llri.],k 2 
(1) 

where U." is the interpolated wind velocity on the grid point (i, j), U, is the wind velocity 
on the measuring point k, r~J,i< is the distance between the grid point and the measuring 
point and T-Vi,j,k is the weight. Since it is difficult to observationally acquire detailed 
vertical profiles of wind speeds and directions, we calculated first estimated values on 
grid points in the horizontal plane located at the height of ""ind measurement z,' from 
equation (1), and then estimated vertical profiles of wind velocities based on these 
interpolated values. 

This paper treats the three-dimensional 'wind flelds \Ii,rithin the atmospheric boundaJY 
layer which consists of the surface boundary layer and the Ekman layer. Vertical wind 
profiles were determined in each layer. In the surface boundary layer, the vertical profile 
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of \\Tind speed obeys the logarithmic law; 

T ,.., ~ ·u ~ I Z ') le (d - IC In I ~ , 
,""u, 

(2) 

where z is the height, u*, is the friction velocity, f( is the Von Klrman constant (:::::0.4), Z" 

is the roughness length, and h" denotes thickness of the surface boundary layer. 
Generally, the value of z" in a forest area seems to take 1.0 m. If z, is the height of the 
measuring point and 11, denotes the wind speed at z,,' the equation (2) then becomes 

, In(z/z,,) 
[; (z) = -,----; 7J", , 

lnlz,\ Izo) 
(3) 

On the other hand, the vertical profile of horizontal wind velocities in the Ekman layer can 
be represented as the Ekman spiral in such cases \vherc the turbulent diffusion 
coefficient is constant. Yet, we neeci to acquire information such as the gcostrophic wind 
and diffusion coefficient to prescribe this profile, and t.hese complicat.e t.he process of 
wind velucity calculaLion. Therefore, tu facililal.e calculations, this paper utilizes a power 
law; 

( 

ry \ " 

U (z) =71", " I', 
\'" e ) 

h.,<z<h (4) 

where IL and z" are the horizontal wind velocity and the height of upper edge of the 
surface boundary layer respectively, and h. .. , denotes thickness of t.he atmospheric 
bOllndary layer. In this paper, the exponent p is set. to 0.2 as a typical value in the general 
land area. 

Correction of Wind Fields by the Calculus of Variation 
Generally, in the first step the vertical component of mean \vind velocity cannot be 

obtained due to a restriction of the ¥<ind observation method. More so, t.he first. estimated 
velocity distribution obtained by equation (1) does not satisfy any physical conservation 
relation, as well as not considering the impact of the terrain surface. In t.he second step, 
reliable three~dimensional mass conservative w:ind fields are estimated from the first 
estimated values by the calculus of variation so that adjusted velocity component.s satisfy 
mass conservation. That. is, under the constraint of the continuity equation; 

an +(n; +aw=o 
ax ay az (5) 

where x, y arc the horizontal direction, z is the vertical direction, and u, 1) and u) arc 
respectively the adjusted velocity components in the .1.", y and z directions, we think the 
variational problem can minimize the summation of modification bet\veen adjusted and 
interpolated values; 

E[u,v,wJ=J' {a,'(u-uo)'+a/(v-vo)'+lX,,'(w-wo)'}dV 
v 

(6) 

where 1.1l :, Do and Wo are interpolated values, V denotes the volwne integral and a/, a/ 
and a",'~ arc the Guassian precision moduli in the horizontal and vertical directions. The 
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details for these coefficients will be described later. By introducing the Lagrange 
multiplier A, the functional used in this model is given as follows, 

E[u, 11, w, A] =.( { ~/(u ~UO)2 + a;?(v -'00)2 + ~~ (w -Wo)2 

+A(~ +:+:)}dV (7) 

The stationary condition for the variational problem of equation (7) is given as the 
following; 

oE[u, v, W, 1..] ~ L ( 2a,;(u - uIlH~) ou + ( 2a,;(v -vol ~) 0" 

+ (2a:(w -wo) aA) ow +(au +'JU + <tYl,') OA\ dV " az ax ay dZ, j 

+ L AnxOud ydz + L An,,8vdzd,T + L An,Owdxd y ~ 0 (8) 

where T(t,n~, and Z,> are the outward positive unit normal vectors in the x, y and z 

directions respectively, and S denotes the surface integral. Since this equation is 
identically applicable to arbitrary variations 0 Lt, ov, i5 wand 6)., the associated 
Euler-Lagrange equations \\rhose solution minimizes equation (7) are 

u ~u()+ _L ~,A 
211,1 a,T 

'0 :::: ?)o + __ 1_ dA 
211,,' dy 

1)) :::: Wo + _1_ dA 
~ a2 dz 
W '" 

and the boundary conditions are 

An,ou~O, 

An,,!;?) ~O, 
),n)jw~O, 

Cy~direclion) ) 
(y-direction) , 
(z-direction) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

To easily apply the mass-consistent model to the arbitrary terrain, the partial ditIerent.ial 
equations and boundary conditions can be dealt \-'li.t.h in the coordinat.e system along the 
ground surface; 

(14) 

where II. (,x', y) is the surface topography height. Hereby, equations of (9) to (12) are 
transformed into 
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and the boundary conditions of (11) become to 

An s ou ~ 0, C~ - direction) 
An" ou ~ 0, (ry - direction) 

Anc('bu-af!; ou-~&)~o , , as ory , 

\ 
(I; - direction) f ' 

Tvvo types of boundaIJ' conditions can be considered from equation (19). One is 
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(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

\vhieh means that an adjustment of the velocity component parallel to the boundary is 
zero. In general, the Honnal derivative of .Ie is not zero when A is zero on a boundary. A 
non-zero adjustment of the velocity component normal to the boundary implies a change 
in the amount of mass entering or leaving the volume. Therefore, the boundar~y condition 
of A =0 is appropriate for open or flow-through boundary. Another instance is under the 
condition in ·which the variation of the normal velocity component is zero on boundary; 

n( on ~ 0, Cs - directiorD 
n, 0" ~O, (ry-direction) 

n, row - ah ou - ah ou 1 ~ 0 (I; - direction) . 
, , ae, ary,' 

(21) 
(22) 

(23) 

In this case, the adjusted value of' the norrnal velocity must be the absen'ed value on that 
boundary. If Ule uuserveu Ilormal velocity 1,s zero, the uoundary condition will impl,Y no 
transport of mass across the boundary. Therefore, this condition is used for closed, or 
no-now-through boundary. In this paper) it .. vas assumed that the boundary condition of 
eqnation (23) WaS established on the ground surface) and the equation (20) was utilized 
for other bOlmdaries. 

The partial differential equation for A is derived by differentiating equations of (15) 
to (17) and substituting the results into (18); 

_1_d2Je+_l_ a2Je+!_I_+Lldt,_,,+ 1 lat,-)2\d2Je_L(J~ d2Je 
2 ~!ae,2 2 ~2 rlry' \ 2 ~3 2 ~~ a~ I 2 ~~ ary I at;' a,; ae, d~dl; 

_1 ah in _1_1_ a'h + _1_ d'h 1 dJe + au n + CiI", + d1iJo 
a,'dry aljdl; ,2~'a:;' 2Cl,,'ary', al; as ary at; 

ah auo ah auo_o -ag; Jf- ary a~ - . 
(24) 
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In consideration of the equation (23), t.he equat.ion for A on tJle ground surface is given 
as follows, 

~ah dA. + ~ ah a"_(_l_ + 1 ,( ah 12 +~!ah ) 2 IaA 
a,~ iK, iK, a,,' dT] a" \ 2 a,;~ a" a~ , a,,' , aT] I at; 

ah iJh , 
+ iK, U I) + j" V o - WI) = 0 ' (25) 

Equations approxirna[,ing (24) and (25) by the finite difference arc solved for Ie using 
successive over relaxation (SOR) , anel second estimated velocity components u , v and w 
are calculated from equations of (15) to (1 7), 

ESTIMATION OF WE IGHTS BY GENETI G A LGORITHM 

Guassian Precision Moduli 
Parameters a 1,2 , a,," and a ,/ are weight.s w-hich represent the distributions of 

modifications of the horizontal and the verr.ical component, depending on the stability of 
atmosphere , That is, the weights can he changed according to the state of the 
atmospheric bOillldary layer \vhen measuring ,"viml speeds and directions. The final \ .... ind 
field siInulaled by the mass-consistcnt model is sensitive tu how t.o choose a/ , a~~ and a,,? 
Guassian precision moduli a?(i:;;;;.'lt , v , w) can be defined as follows, 

0:2= la - 2 2 'I, O='U, 1;, w) (26) 

where ai~(i :;;;;. n, v, '1.0) denotes deviation of the observed fi eld from the desired adjusted 
field, 

Generally, on the assnmpt.ion of a } = a r
2

, the value of a}/ a ",t has been discussed on 
the basis of comparing orders of horizontal and vertical components of wind velocities 
due to t,he fact that (a.J a • .)'= (a"J as seems to be proportional to the magnitude of the 
expected (w/uY. ]f this ratio is larger, the adjustment is predominanUy in the vertical 
component.. If it is s maller, the horizontal adjustment dominates. Dickers on (1978) 
acquired reasonable horizontal and vertical adjusted fluxes by supposing that (Q I.i a~y 
was 10', Also, Sharman (1978) assumed that the value of (a"J a,,), was approximately 
1 0"\ the values of al<~ and aw~ were taken to be 0.5 and 5000, respectively. Furthermore, 
Zhang and Shuto ( 1990) established the ratio Gaussian precision moduli , a ( = a,J a.) , so 
that it was equal to the ratio a,./o", and could obtain the optimum value of a =0,13, 
However, there is need for clarification in that a / and a} were Simply determined hy 
empirically comparing orders of the horizontal and the vertical velocity component, More 
so , we think that the assumption of a H

2= a/ is not always valid because this needs to be 
taken into consideration the feature of topography and the stability of atmosphere have 
influence on not, only the ratio of the weight of the horizontal component and one of the 
vertical component, but also the ratio of we ights in the \~'-E-direction, and in the 
S- N-direction, 

In this paper, Gaussian precision moduli a.?-, a,,~ and a,/ are estimated by a genet ic 
algorithm in orde r to minimize the deviation between measured wind speed and 
calculated results obtained by the mass-(;onsistent model. We think that it is heneficial to 
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find out optimal values of a ,}, a } and a~~ for re lating Gaussian precision moduli to 
atmospheric conditions when measuring wind speeds and directions. 

Genetic Algorithm 
A. genetic algorithm eGA) is an optimization technique using artificial processes 

patterned on natural selection) evolution) and the principle of survival of the fittest. An 
important characteristic of this algorithm is the coding of the variables that describe the 
optimization problem. The variables are transformed into a binary string of specific 
length \\.ith each string being called a chromosome. If the prohlem has more than one 
variable, a mllltivariable coding is constructed by concatenating as many single variable 
codings as the llumber of tbe variables in the problem. Individuals in tbe population are 
evaluated quantitatively by applying an objective function (phenotype) on the solution 
encoded by their chromosomal representation, and then fitness of each individual, which 
indk.ates the worth of the solution to the problem, is calculated depending on the method 
suitably set by a GA modeler. It is a necessary for the GA to defme the phenotype and to 
estimate the fitness. 

Generate the first generation of population with a specified 
number of chromosomes 

Evaluate the objective function and fitness value 
of each chromosome 

Select fittest chromosomes 

Crossover to generate new chromosomes 

Mutate new chromosome 

Termination condition reached ? 
NO 

Fig. 1. Flowchart of gen€tic algorithm. 

Fig. 1 shows the basic outline of the GA t.hat st.arts vdth creation of all initial 
population using a random number. From the current population, the next. generation 
evolve~ by pe rforming three distinct operations , namely ~ reproduct.ion (selection and 
mlll tipli catioll) ~ crossover, and mutation. First., the next generation is then reproduced 
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based on the statistic of this populatioll by following the \veighLed roulette \vhccl method, 
which then follo\'·,'s a bias law that. assigns probabilities to the llIembers of the populati on 
amtlogolls to t he slaLisLics o f t.he generation. Tn Lhis way, the next generatioll evolves 
where (he fittest. have survived and increased their presence, whi le ind ividuals having 
lower fitn ess die out or d isappear from the ge neration. Fun hermore, the individ uals 
having Ih e maxinuun fi tness, so-eailed elite, a re invariably passed to the next. generat ion. 
Secondly, \viLlI a s{JeciIiecl probability of crossover (crossover rate) , t: .. "o members of the 
populalion are then selected randomly and modified by exchanging the right part of their 
string at a ranciomly sf.:leeted position. This is referred to as a single-point crossover 
scheme. The crossover rate determines whether or not a crossover v·,rill Le applied to the 
se lected pair of parenls. F inally, the mutation operation is performed by randomly 
changing the values of certain genes. III normal mutation, each bit corrcsponrl ing to t.he 
gene composing of t.he inrlividllal is al te red as zero to one, or one to zero based on a 
probability of mutation (mutation ratc). The GA evolves t.hc popu lation of chromosomes 
over many generations until a terminating eritcrion is met. 

The GA works with a collection of solut.ions, \vhile the search space is explored in a 
highly parallel and efficient. manner through crossover and mutation. Since the CIA is 
superior in that it. is less likely to get trapped in regions containing local minima and C<1n 
pe rform a global search of the search space, the GA has been applied to various fie lds 
(Liong et ai, (1995) and Mohan (1997) ) , 

Definition of Genotype and Phenotype 
The search problem which becomes the object in this study is to estimate optimal 

values of a, ~ and a".~, which nLinimiz;e the error between observed values and calculated 
results) lillder the condit.ion of a .,:= 1. A coded string consists of 2 coded substrings each 
of 8 hinary bits, which provides a r esolu t ion of 25 points to cover the range of each 
weighted coefficien t in the mass- consistent model used . The st ring of each gene 
corresponds to the Guassian precision moduli a ;:! and a ".J by the following Pflllat.ions; 

N ,=2"B, + 2"B,+ 2'13,+ 2'B, + 2'B" + 2'13, + 2'B,+2"B,+ 1 
.i.V2=2 7B~ + 2tiBlU+ 2~B: j +24B I~ + 2:1Bl;j+ 2~BI~ +21Bj ~ + 2'B16+ 1 

, b _, - a, ' ) 
a, ,"= '255 (N, - l +a, 

, f log b . - log a ", (_ ) \ 
a,;, = exp \ _.: --- N , - 1 + log a~ I 

2b~ , 

(27) 
(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

where B,(i =l , 2, " " 16) is the value of gene which takes zero or one, a" and b, denote the 
lower limit and upper tunit of the range of a,.z respectivf!ly, and a,r and bo" denote the 
lower limit and upper limit of the range of a } respectively. Since it is consiuereu t.hat the 
urder of "\vlnct veloci ty component. 'l.J, is similar t.o one of '0 , both the values of a" and b . 

.. ve re .set to O.G and 1.1). On Lhe other hand, considering the observat ions in past studies 
and the ratio of order in the horizontal and t.he vertical wind velocity component, the 
values of aM and b .. , were set to l Ot aiid 10\ respect ively. The method ror cstimaLiJl~ the 
fitness will be described later. 
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RESULT S AND J)[SC[;SS]O/\ 

Calculated Region and Conditions 
The calculated regioll "vas a 2 km X2 km hilly area where the Waita mountain (about 

1500 m above sea level) is loca l.ed in t.he center, as showli in Fig. 2. 1n numerical 
simulations, a grid resolution of 100 III was used, leading \,0 2] horizontal grid points. It 
\vas assumed that the distance from ground surface to upper edge in t.he atmospheric 
bounclar~y layer h,. and thickness of the surface boundary layer h,. were both 1000 m and 
100 m respectively, and that vert.ical mesh imctvTal \vas 20m. 

Fig. 2. Three-ctim~nsional perspective view and. contours of the nilly simulation area. 

The input observarjonal data for wind speeds and directions was calculated based on 
the experimental values obt.ained from a veCLOr rain gauge by Sakanoue (1 969). For 
details concerning the estimation process of the wind speed and direction from 
precipitabon obtained with the vector rain gauge, the reader should refer t o the paper 
\.\Titten by \Vakimlzu et at. (1988). The numerical simulations by t.he mass-consistent. 
model \vere performed for the two cases, and the computational condit.ions [or 'ivind 
speeds and directions is sununarized in Table 1, in \vhich \vind directions of north, ea.o:.;t , 
sout.h and west arc 0° ~ 90

e 
, 180

0 

and 270
0 

, respectively. 
The s tahi!it~ of aLmosphere in each case v,:as estimated utilizing the Richa rdson 

number, 
R 9 de / dz ' Z 3)l /2 . 9 

i ~ T . (dU/dz )' ~\Zl T 
. e , - e , 

. In Iz 1 /z , )- - ._-
. " ' I ' t' )' I j ! - )2 (3 1) 
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Table 1. Observed values for the '."ind speeds and directions obt.ained by the vector raiTl gauge. 

Coordinate c:asf' 1 case 2 

(f, ~) speed (m/s) direction (0 ) speed (m/s) direction C ) 
------ .. -----

A (1210, 10(0) 9.431 268,-1 9.327 174.5 
B ( 820, 1000) 10.160 188.9 4.126 184.2 
C (1000, 820) 7.767 196.1 9.787 104.8 
D (1000, 1230) 8.037 253.2 3.189 98.3 
E (1540, 1QOO) 7.125 200.1 4.991 101.3 
F ( 220, 1(00) 9.337 184.0 6.603 97.3 
G (1000, 1000) 8.7:14 265.9 7.542 109.7 

\vhere T is the temperature, 9 is the gravitational acceleration, 6J is Lhe potential 
temperature of air, and U is the mean -wind velocity. Since there was no observed result 
by AMeDAS for a circumference for \Vaita mountain, we substituted the upper layer data 
obtained at the Fukuoka district meteorological observatory. As a result, the Richardson 
numbers in case 1 and case 2 were 3.55 and 2.96, respectively. 

Optimum Value of Gaussian Precision Moduli 
Tu examine the validity of results simulated by the mass-consistent model, we 

calculated the mean square error between the observed and calculated wind velocities; 
M 

U"".,'~ L (U".,-U c ,)2/M 
j -=1 
M 

U rms 2 = L (U(!,i -uc:,i)2/AI 
i = 1 

·'.1 

V nns 2 = L (D(),i -vc,i)2/AI 
! = 1 

(32) 

'.vhere subscripts () and c represent observed and calculated values respectively, M is the 
number of measuring points, u and 'v are both wind velocity components in the 
W-E-direction and the S-N-direction, and U= .. ./u 2 + '0 2. Table 2 and Table 3 show 
variations of root mean square errors, U",r,s, U)'''''' and V,",." and the products of u,.,'" and 'I.J,"fI.' 

'.vhen var::,ring values of the v'leight a~.~ operate under the condition a .. 2=l.O, and when 
varying a/ operates under the condition of a,. ~= 1 O~, respectively. It can be seen from 
Table 2 that. mean square error between the observed values and the calculated results 
decrease V\itll a decrease of a,/ in the case of fixing values of a/. Table 3 indicates the 
tendency such that with an increase of a,Y, values of Unn" and U,>n8 increases, while OHe of 
V,n',1 decrease. Also, it is found from Table 3 t.hat the mean sqnare error of v...ind speed 
l/(=yv'J + L):J ) in case 1 is the smallest. at a/=O.6 \'{hen fixing the value of a,/' as lO~. 

However, the accuracy of this calculated result in this case is low for the wind direction 
because the mean square error of the velocity component in the S-N direction is 
relatively large. Therefore, the using of [I, ''', is not suitable for t.he calculation of fitness in 
the GA. In this paper, to relatively estimate the accuracy of numerical simulat.ions in 
considering the \vind direction as well as the \\ind velocity, the reciprocal nllmber of the 
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Table 2. Variations of root mean square error \vilh a,,' undt>r the (;olHlilioll of a '=c l.O 

a' 

lU' 
10' 
10' 
10' 

U, 

(m/s) 

1.625 
1.616 
1.571 
1.482 

11..,,,, 

(mJs) 

1.551 
l.484 
1.2!J2 
1.152 

case 1 

L",· n,." , 
(lnis) (m'/s') 

1.9:39 :3.0U7 
1.006 2.820 
1.814 2,:344 
1.904 2,193 

--------_. __ ._-
~~ ------

casc 2 

1/, li, It,,,, (',M 

(mJs) (m/s) (m/s) (m'/s') 
----------

3.918 3.975 2.081:) 1:).300 
:1.GGH a.G4G 2.047 7.4na 
2.fi{J5 2.817 1.021 5.411 
2.6J)J 2.890 I.G9? 4.61G 

~-------.------~ ---"._--------

Table 3. Variations of root mean square error with a,' under the condition of a" '-= 10' 

a/ case 1 case .2 
--'-'---"---

[i,,, a,·n,., U,,,,, .. , .V,_, U '" U,.," "I.:" 11..,,,,, V,.", 

(mis) (m!s) (m/s) (m'!s') (mJs) (lTV's) (m/s) (m:/.s ') 
------_._----

(j.G 1.467 1,201 1.867 2,242 2,10:3 2.:32D 2,188 5.7~J5 

(1,8 1,489 1,223 1.824 2,231 2.630 2.599 2.178 5.661 
1.2 1.703 1.:346 1.647 2.217 2,719 2.9:35 1.697 4,981 
14 1.032 1.617 1,6:):) 2.641 :3.176 2.6;37 2.619 6.906 

product of U"m" and 11m ,., was utilized as the fitness. 
Table 4 shows the optimal values of a,' and a,," obtained by the GA As for the 

weight of the vertical wind velocity component, the value of case 1 \vas nearly equal to 
the one of casc 2, and is considered that this result \-vas attributable to the stability of 
atmosphere. For example, the Richardson number of case 1 and case 2 were almost the 
same. On the other hand, with reference to the weight of the velocity component in the 
S-N-direction, there was the remarkable difference between case 1 and case 2 regardless 
of the same atmospheric conditions. It is assumed that such a result was reflected by ,ill 
ini1uenee of Lhe terrain on Lhe 1h-ind fields, and differed the direeLion of the eminenL wind. 

Table 4. Opl.imal values of a,.2 and a} estimai.ed by the GA 

a/ a,'" [!,,,,, Un<", L'-,-" .. , U. " _" L',-" ,. 

(m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m /s~) 

case 1 U.696 53.025 1.437 L167 1,826 2.131 
case 2 1,14-5 52.406 2,662 2,866 1,687 4.835 

Horizontal and Vertical Wind Vectors 
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show variations of hOIlzontal v;.ind vectors, in which heights above 

sea level are shoviTI for every 100 m, simulated by the mass-consistent model vvith heights 
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500 1000 1500 2000 
W-E-direction <$'m) 

(1) at 20m above ground 

Fig. 3. HorizonUd v.incl vectors in case 1. 

in case 1 and case 2. It is found from Fig. 3 that there are differences of ,\ind directions 
around the ground and at the upper layer of the atmosphere in the X= 1000 ~ 1500 m and 
.y~16()0- 2000 m region, and in the :[~14()()-1601J m and y~700-1500 m region. That is, 
airflow along the terrain appears clearly in the region of t ~ 100 m. 1\-1eteornlogical 
phenomena like this can be seen in case 2. 

Fig. f:i shows variations of ,vind vectors in the f - r section, in \vhich the components 
in the vertical direction are represented tvventy times larger than those in the horizontal 
direction in order Lo emphasize the vertical \,ind velocity components, with coordinates 
in the S-N-directioIl. Fig. 6 shows variations of distributions of vertical velocities with 
heights in case 1. It is found from Fig. 5 that the airflow rose and descended according to 
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500 1000 1500 2000 
W-E--direction ?(m) 

(4) at lOOOm above ground 

Fig. 4. Horizontal ,,\ind vectors in rase 2. 

the terrain gradient. in the surface boundaIY layer, and that the y."ind velocit:y components 
oecame less in the vertical direction and zero in the upper layer. It is found from Fig. 6 
t.hat vertical "Wind velocities around the grolU1d surface were intricately distributed due to 
the effect of the ground gradicnt. on the wind field. Also, distributions of the rising flow 
and the descending tlmv in the Im-ver layer (;; ~ 100m) were clear, for example strong 
rising and descending flows were generat.ed in the .,£=600 ~ 800m and y=300 ~ ROO m 
region and in the .:c~1200~ 1600m and y~IIOO~ 1500rn region respectively, while values 
of the vertical component of vi.rind velocities \-vere nearly zero in the upper layer (;; ? 
500rn). 
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o 500 1000 1500 2000 o 500 UXl(} 1500 2000 
W-E-direction q (m) W- E-direction .; (m) 

(1) at 1]=200m (2) at 1{-600m 

o 500 1000 I SOO o soo 1000 1500 2000 
W-E-direccioo (m) W- E-direction q(m) 

(3) at 17=1000m (4 ) aJ. rr-l400m 

Fjg. 5. Wind vectors in the ,- ~. sedion (t-:'-l !:.;e 1). 

CO NCLUSIONS 

In this study, numerical simulations of the three-dimensional wind fields in the 
circumferenee of Waita mountain wen~ p~rforrned by lls ing the mass-eon~istent model 
and optimal values of the Gaussian precision moduli , which have a ll effect OIl the 
ealculated results, were estimated by genetic algor ithm. As a result, both two cases 
chosen as the subject of the study had the same stabUity of atmosphere as well as similar 
weights in the ver tical component.. Mure so, for the ratio of the weight in the W- E 
compoTlent and the S-N component, there was a remarkable difference bet.ween two 
t:a:ses, su..:h a re~>uiL ::>eelllillg t.u ue attriuuteu tu LIte uifference oI the effects [rom the 
terrain gradients on wind fields by directions of the eminent \\ind. In conclusion, t.he 
introduction of the genetic algorithm to the mass- consistent model is valid, and y..ind 
vectors s imulated by this met.hod represent suffici ently the re lat ion between the 
underlying topography and wind field features . 
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